
Ambiguity in pathology reporting: Our intent versus their 
interpretation!
Ambiguity is the quality of being open to more than one interpretation. We, pathologists, use ambiguous terms 
such as “suspicious for, indefinite for, cannot rule out, consistent with, compatible with, in keeping with, raises the 
possibility of, suggestive of, favors” to express varying degrees of certainty in our diagnosis. The embracement of 
such terminologies is a common practice and could be attributed to a lack of absolute diagnostic certainty or owing to 
ritualistic caution to avoid liability risk. Studies from the US showed that ambiguous terminologies were used in 35% 
of their reports1 and 17.7% of the pathologists reported using it more than often (≥ 50%)2. In the Nepalese context, 
where access to immunohistochemistry is limited and the sense of superspecialization is just emerging, this percentage 
can be expected to be higher.

We optimistically assume that clinicians perceive these terminologies as analogous to what we want to convey. 
However, discordance is observed between the pathologist’s intent and the clinician’s interpretation.1,3,4 In a survey, 
“favors” was assigned median diagnostic certainty of 35.3% by pathologists and 60.3% by clinicians, and the difference 
was statistically significant.2 Existence of inter-observer variability even between pathologists adds to the concern.1 For 
instance, the probability associated with the term “in keeping with” ranged from 25 to 100% among pathologists.4 This 
inconsistency stems from the unavailability of standard guidelines on phraseology in pathology reporting. 

Nakao et al recommend the usage of numerical rather than verbal descriptions of certainty.5 Assigning an exact number 
to words feels controversial as it may provide a false sense of confidence in scenarios where the level of certainty is 
uncertain. A “standardized scheme for reporting certainty in pathology reports” was introduced by Amin et al. The 
ambiguous terms were assigned numerical certainty levels with accompanying recommendations including whether or 
not a definite treatment should be offered.2

We need to be aware of the possible implications related to ambiguous reporting on patient management. Adopting 
a culture of peer reviewing can boost our diagnostic certainty and limit linguistic ambiguity in reporting. Direct 
communication with our clinical colleagues can bring about homogeneity in our understanding of ambiguous 
terminologies. Development of regional guidelines defining commonly used ambiguous terms, their range of diagnostic 
certainty, and recommendations to clinicians can prevent us and our reports from being misunderstood.

Let our reports be clear and comprehensible. Let us not resonate, in the matter of Pathology reporting, with Italian film 
director Bernando Bertolucci who quoted “I left the ending ambiguous because that is the way life is”.
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A Decade of Journal of Pathology of Nepal: Challenges and 
opportunities
“The Royal Society of London for Improving Natural Knowledge” was the first medical journal and started publishing 
its Philosophical transactions, the first periodicals since 1665. The journal remained one of the most important 
European journals until the 19th century.1 In the present situation, there are several renowned medical journals with 
a history of more than a century. Because of these medical journals, the physicians are able to treat the patients 
optimally. Despite knowing that documentation and dissemination of one’s findings in the management of the patients 
in various disease conditions, physicians from developing and under-developed countries had many difficulties in 
doing so. However, in the 20th century, medical journals were available to limited physicians. But, in the present day, 
the internet has completely changed the scenario. A great example is handling of the current COVID-19 pandemic. 
Robust and accelerated publications regarding this new virus helped to disseminate not only all the possible means of 
combating the disease and complications associated with it, but also kept updated regarding the  efficacy of vaccine 
against the CoCV-SARS-2 virus.2

Contrary to the developed countries, the history of the medical journal is not very long. Journal of Nepal Medical 
Association is the first Nepalese medical journal.  In Nepal, research culture is less developed due to a lack of proper 
funding and the difficulties in publishing in reputed medical journals.  Under the prevailing circumstances, the 7th 
executive committee of Association of Clinical Pathologists of Nepal (ACPN) led by Dr. JB Thapa felt the need for 
a medical journal in the filed of pathology. The year 2011 has been a historical moment for us for publishing the first 
official  journal of ACPN “Journal of Pathology of Nepal (JPN)” under the chief editorship of Dr. Gopi Aryal  with 
noteworthy contribution by Dr. Reetu Baral and Dr. Shiva Raj KC.  Due to the lack of sufficient numbers of the 
original article, the editors themselves had to write the articles at the beginning. 

It has now been ten years since Dr. Gopi Aryal took over the responsibility as founding Chief Editor.  Dr. Shiva Raj 
KC took the responsibility of chief editor after a year and he continued it till date.  The JPN has become the leading 
source of sharing original research and cases in pathology not only in our country but also in our neighbouring 
countries.  The journal and its authors are evolving by learning from the past and look forward to betterment in the 
future. The continuation of excellence of JPN requires effective management to keep the submission and review 
process efficient and publication lag at a minimum. The essential component of the quality of a biomedical journal is 
the appropriateness and soundness of the methods used by researchers to conduct their studies. There has been many 
challenges over the years. We aim to increase the impact factor of JPN, making it more reputable and widely searched.  
In the past, we struggled for adequate number of manuscript submissions. The situation has changed over the years. 
The number of manuscript submission from our country is lesser than that of international authors. Due to increasing 
numbers of submissions and fewer section editors, efficient  reviewing  process has become a challenge. It is the time 
to increase the number of issues per annum so as to include more manuscripts in the journal in the days to come.

We as the editors feel a need for a workshop on research writing for young pathologists to re-enforce  them to share 
knowledge and information amongst us which help the pathologist to keep up with all the new knowledge and  
technologies that are occurring worldwide. 
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Figure 2: Basal Cell Adenoma showing solid and trabecular growth of epithelial cells with peripheral palisading in a fibrous stroma. (HE stain, x100)
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